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Rutherford atom in quantum theory
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We predict the existence of a self-sustained one-electron wave packet moving on a circular orbit in the
helium atom. The wave packet is localized in space, but does not spread in time. This is a realizationwithin
quantum theoryof a classical object that has been called a ‘‘Rutherford atom,’’ a localized planetary electron
on an unquantized circular orbit under the influence of a massive charged core.
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There is growing interest in the quantum-mechanical
alizations of ‘‘classical’’ atoms: atoms with electron wav
packets that are fully localized~in three space dimensions!
yet do not spread@1#. Such behavior was recently shown
exist for so-called Trojan states, rotating and nonspread
wave packets in hydrogen exposed to a monochromatic
cularly or linearly polarized electric field@2–4#. Similar be-
havior has been shown with the addition of a magnetic fi
@5#. There are several motivations for studies of such qu
tum states: They provide an experimental opportunity
study quantum versus classical correspondence@6#, quantum
softening of classical chaos@7#, and possibly even Arnol’d
diffusion @8#. Experimental methods now exist to manipula
quantum states of atoms and molecules using strong l
pulses@9# and microwave fields@10#, making the generation
of fully localized, nondispersing states sustained by exte
fields a feasible near-future challenge for experimental ph
ics @3#.

Nonspreading electron states in bare atoms~without the
assistance of external fields! is quite another matter. Suc
states are superficially and obviously implied by the pla
etary picture that was first suggested by Rutherford’s disc
ery of massive highly localized nuclei, but they are cont
dicted by the highly nonlocalized stationary wave functio
familiar from elementary quantum theory. However, it w
recently shown that nondispersing, fully localized wa
packets moving around circular orbits without the assista
of external fields can exist in polar molecules@11#. A class of
quasisteady states in bare atoms is known in two-elec
atoms@12#. These atomic states correspond to the class
situation in which the inner electron performs rapid line
oscillatory motion near the nucleus. The oscillation of t
inner charge generates a stabilizing field for the outer e
tron, which then remains almost frozen in space@12#. This is
called the frozen planet configuration. A nontrivial extensi
of this phenomenon has recently been discovered@13#. The
dynamics of the inner electron on an elliptical orbit can le
to stabilization of circular motion in the outer electron.
that case the outer electron sees the nucleus with charZ
52 but screened by the inner electron as one anisotr
effective chargeZe f f , which is significantly less than 1 bu
neverless provides stabilization of the circular motion. A
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though the major axis of the inner electron’s elliptical orb
adiabatically follows the outer electron, the two electro
orbit the core in opposite directions. When the frequency
the orbital motion of the outer electron approaches zer
reduces exactly to the frozen planet configuration@13#.

In this paper we provide the first demonstration of t
existence of what has been called@14# a ‘‘Rutherford atom,’’
i.e., the wave function for a single electron moving on
unquantized stable and nonspreading planetary orbit abo
massive charged core. Such an object would have seem
much more ‘‘natural’’ realization of hydrogen in 1913 com
pared to Bohr’s new quantized atom. Schro¨dinger and Lor-
entz later sought to construct such a more natural hydro
from wave mechanics without success@15#.

As we show, in contrast to the polar molecule case@11#, a
single electron is sufficient to provide a dipole moment c
pable of stabilizing the atom. Two important differences a
that here the outer classical electron plays an active role
polarizing the core, and the system does not reduce t
‘‘frozen planet,’’ as the orbital period of the outer electro
gets very large.

We start our analysis from the time-dependent Hartr
Fock equations for a two-electron atom@16# in the Hartree
limit,

Hic i5 i
]c i

]t
, i 51,2 ~1!

Hi52
¹2

2
2

2

ur u
1E r j~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
dr 8, iÞ j ~2!

from which the electron density can be found as

r~r ,t !5r1~r ,t !1r2~r ,t !5uc1~r ,t !u21uc2~r ,t !u2. ~3!

The exchange potential can be safely neglected since we
seek a split-packet solution, a packet that is spatially loc
ized in two distinct places so that the productr1(r )r2(r ) is
effectively zero for all values ofr . This is obtained if one
electron is far from the nucleus~outer componentr1) and
the other is very near to it~inner componentr2).
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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Our assumption that one electron is near and the o
very far from the nucleus allows us retain the dipole term
one of the Hamiltonians@Eq. ~2!# and the monopole term in
the other. This permits us to look at the Hartree equations~1!
as the Schro¨dinger equations of two separate electrons—o
in a Coulomb plus dipole potential with a Hamitonian

H152
¹1

2

2
2

1

ur1u
1

d~ t !•r1

ur1u3
, ~4!

and the other in a time-dependent modified Coulomb fi
with the Hamiltonian

H252
¹2

2

2
2

2

ur2u
1

1

ur22R~ t !u
, ~5!

where

R~ t !5E c1* ~r1 ,t !r1c1~r1 ,t !dr1 ,

d~ t !5E c2* ~r2 ,t !r2c2~r2 ,t !dr2 . ~6!

We consider the case where bothR andd are rotating with
the same angular frequencyv,

R~ t !5R~x cosvt1y sinvt !,

d~ t !5d~xcosvt1y sinvt !, ~7!

and then we can linearize the time-dependent terms
Hamiltonians ~4! and ~5!. In the corotating frame, the
coupled stationary Hartree equations can be now written

F2
¹2

2
2

1

ur u
2E1x2vLzGf15e1f1 ,

F2
¹2

2
2

2

ur u
1E2x2vLzGf25e2f2 . ~8!

Here the coupling is viaE1 and E2, which are effective
electric fields defined by

E152d/R3, E251/R2. ~9!

For the outer electron we use our previous result@2,3,17#
that in the rotating frame we have a Gaussian packet s
tion, which in the harmonic approximation can be written

f1~r !5NeivRye2(v/2)[Ay21B(x2R)2]e2(v/2)[2iC(x2R)y1Dz2] ,
~10!

where A, B, C, and D depend only on the dimensionles
parameterq51/R3v2,

A~q!5A~12q!~814q29q228s~q!/3q, ~11!

B~q!5s~q!A~q!/~12q!,

C~q!5@21q22s~q!#/3q,
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D~q!5Aq,

and

s~q!5A~12q!~112q!. ~12!

The relative angular confinement of this nondispers
packet can be estimated as 1/(Av)1/2R and the solution rep-
resents a dropletlike electron moving around the circular
bit in the laboratory frame. In the case of the inner electr
we will seek a solution in the form of an elliptical state@18#
that adiabatically follows the internal fieldE2 generated by
the outer electron@13#. The average angular momentum
this state is oriented along the angular-momentum vecto
the outer electron. In the rotating frame this state can
written in a compact form as a generalized rotation of
circular stateun2 ,n221,n221&, namely,

f2~r !5^r ue2 iaAyun2 ,n221,n221&, ~13!

whereAy is the y component of the Runge-Lentz vectorA
for the He1 ion,

A5
n2

2 H p3L2L3p

2 J 2
2r

r
, ~14!

and the parametera satisfies the condition@13#

tana5
3n2E2

4v
. ~15!

The dipole momentd for this state can be found analyticall
as @18#

d5E f2* ~r !xf2~r !dr52 3
4 n2~n221!e'2 3

2 ae,

~16!

where we defineda5n2
2/2 as the Bohr radius of the inne

electron and sina is the eccentricity of this state, related
the average angular momentum,

e5sina5A12^Lz&
2/n2

2. ~17!

The equilibrium of forces for the outer electron and t
self-consistency of the equations~6!, ~9!, and ~15! leads to
the following system of equations:

12q53pqe,

pq5
8

9

e2

~12e2!
, ~18!

where we have introduced another dimensionless param
p5a/R, which is the ratio between the Bohr radius of th
inner state and the radius of the outer packet orbit. Figur
shows the parameterp as a function of eccentricitye for q
within the limits of harmonic stability@2#.

Our Mathieu theory for the wave functionf1 of the outer
electron@3# provides the explicit decomposition of this func
tion on aligned hydrogenic eigenstatesfn,l ,l ,
3-2
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f1~r !5(
n

anfn,n21,n21~r !, ~19!

where the coefficientsan can be found from thep-periodic
zero-order Mathieu functione0(j,s),

an5E e0~j,s!e22i j(n2n1)dj, ~20!

where n1
25v22/3'R and s5(4/3)(E2 /v2) is the dimen-

sionless parameter in the Mathieu equation for the genera
function,

]2e0~j,s!

]j2 @E22s cos 2j#e0~j,s!50. ~21!

FIG. 1. The ratiop between the inner Bohr radius and the rad
of the outer electron orbit as a function of the eccentricity of
inner orbite. The plot showse values appropriate to the harmon
stability domain 8/9,q,1.

FIG. 2. The classical two-electron orbit in the laboratory fram
corresponding to the predicted quantum state forp50.061. The
inner electron moves around a nearly circular orbit whose m
axis follows the position of the outer electron. In the lower rig
corner we plot the magnified trajectory of the inner electron.
03250
ng

Note that the above result cannot be obtained within
perturbation theory@3#. An analogous expansion for the inne
electron in the elliptical state in terms of hydrogeniclik
statesFn,l of He1 is @19#

f2~r !5 (
l 52n211

l 5n221

cl~e!Fn2 ,l~r !, ~22!

where

cl~e!5F 1

2n221

@2~n221!#!

~n21 l 21!! ~n22 l 21!! G
1/2F11A12e2

12A12e2G 1/2

3e (n221). ~23!

Equations~10! and~13! together with Eqs.~18! constitute
our final result: namely, the existence of the class of state
helium in which the inner electron is tightly bound to th
nucleus, producing a core with a positive charge 1, sligh
polarized by the outer electron, which moves around a cir
lar orbit without spreading. This solution corresponds to
classical solutions in which both classical electrons or
around the nucleus in the same direction. Figure 2 shows
corresponding classical two-electron orbit of this type. T
inner electron is moving around an ellipse with its major a
adiabatically following the circular motion of the outer ele
tron.

It is useful to introduce a natural radius for the outer ele
tron,

r sc5Rv2/35q21/3, ~24!

r

FIG. 3. The stroboscopic snapshots of the time-dependent p
ability density of the inner and outer electron. The outer elect
~Gaussian distribution! is prepared in the Trojan packet state f
n1560 andq50.9562, while the inner electron is in the elliptica
state with eccentricitye50.25 andn2521. The outer electron is
preserved in the Trojan state with some shape oscillations, while
inner follows with the elliptical state polarization. We plotuc1u2

10.02uc2u2. The outer electron square covers the space regio
10 800310 800 a.u., while the inner is magnified to 100031000.
The time is in units of cycles of rotation.
3-3
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which is the radius of the outer electron orbit scaled to
Bohr radius for the Kepler frequencyv. For the hydrogen
atom,r sc51, andr sc can be used to represent the deviati
of the given circular orbit from hydrogenic. Forq58/9,
which is the border of classical stability of a Trojan sta
r sc5(9/8)1/3'1.0040. This shows that, for the class of so
tions discussed here, the two-electron atom looks almost
actly like a hydrogen atom, but the outer well-localized ele
tron is moving around an unquatized Keplerian circular or
with frequencyv. Analogous to Trojan states, this state
expected to be a resonant state with a negligible radia
and ionization decay rate (G/v'asubt

3 /n2
2→0) if the param-

eterq is within the interval of harmonic stability@21#.
In order to confirm our predictions we have solved t

time-dependent Hartree equations~1! and ~2! starting with
the initial state predicted from our theory and using the in
electron multipole expansion@20#. We applied the split-
operator method used in our single-electron simulations@2#.
Figure 3 shows the total electron density for both electr
as it develops with time from the predicted state. The ou
packet propagates in a well-confined way, while the polari
tion of the inner state follows.
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Summarizing, we have found stable quantum states
two-electron atoms. These are interesting because the a
resembles hydrogen without the quantization restrictions
proposed by Bohr, but requiring the compact nuclear c
discovered by Rutherford. Following an earlier conventi
@14# we call them ‘‘Rutherford atoms.’’ Our theory predict
that a subtle adjustment of the state of the inner electron
the state of the outer one must be obtained. The tim
dependent mean-field numerical simulations confirmed
existence of our state. The method of preparation of this s
will be discussed elsewhere.

Note added. Since submission, reports have appeared
extend in various ways the induced circular stabilization
discovered in Refs.@2,3#. Recent examples are in Ref.@22#
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